“Addressing Professionalism with Medical Students and Residents: A Just Culture Approach.”

1) Define and problematize the notion of professionalism.

2) Describe the tension between fostering professional development and holding trainees accountable.

3) Analyze various professionalism lapses through the lens of “Just Culture” to help navigate the complexities of trainee professionalism.

WebEx Connection Details:
https://ucdhs.webex.com/ucdhs/j.php?MTID=mc8a5ecdd9aa02ccc8c31e570c7994be3
Meeting number/Access Code: 2489 397 2032; Password: r8zXMNPuZ74
Join by phone: 1-408-792-6300
TIPS: 1) Log-in prior to start time; 2) Mute your phone; 3) Avoid dual log-in (phone and computer at the same time causes echoes).
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ACCREDITATION
The University of California, Davis, Health is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

CREDIT DESIGNATION
Physician Credit: The University of California, Davis, Health designates this live activity for a maximum of 1.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.